On Aug 8, 2017, at 11:01 AM, Anna von Reitz <avannavon@gmail.com> wrote:
I don't disagree with you

Excuse me? You don’t disagree? Is there something wrong with your keyboard or is it how you think?

How about a straightforward...

Yes Arnie...I agree...there is no legitimate government, operating with the delegated authority of the American people.

concerning the importance and urgency of the people getting their act together and restoring their lawful government. I have been giving everyone the proper way to do that --- restoring local county land jurisdiction government first, then state, then international. It's not that hard and the education and help to do it is there---

You know Judge Anna, that is an important concern. I hate to say this… But it appears your directions would take us to a path back to the past. And in doing so we would find us back under the control of de facto. Now, is that my imagination?

the Michigan General Jural Assembly has a national call
every Thursday, a Help Hotline available four days a week, a 24/7 info contact..... what more do people want? Pablum and someone to shove it in their mouths?

So Michigan is not the de jure state it has been made out to be...

That THING in DC is not our government and never has been. It's a corporation providing "governmental services". That means that we have had a commercial services agreement with them. And that has been manipulated and used as a means to enslave and defraud the American people. That is a completely different issue, Arnie, a fact that still has yet to enter your head even though I keep trying.

Well permit me to congratulate you Judge you did a great job. I understand perfectly...

Misrepresentation is fraud and fraud vitiates all...so you can delete that argument...

There is no such thing available as a "Unanimous
Declaration" for us at this time. We don't have the mechanisms for that kind of representation yet and you and your followers are, generally speaking, refusing to do what needs to be done to create the means to do what you suggest.

You seem to forget with whom you are dealing…As the American sovereigns…we are the Kings and Queens with no subject…

But who in their right mind would dare screw with the American sovereigns?

In fact your statement is absolutely false Judge Anna…from where do you come up with such hogwash…?

“There is no such thing available as a "Unanimous Declaration" for us at this time.”

We are the ultimate authority and we will tell our employees (our servants) when ever we decide to invoke anything we deem to be lawful and appropriate. We as the sovereign Americans never ask permission of our employees…remember just by the graciousness of the people…we created their agencies and their jobs. The agents of these agencies serve at the pleasure of the people.
I know you agree...

See how well you taught us...?

The thing about you guys that makes my ass ache is your refusal to do the actual work that is needed. You all want someone to do it for you.

Considering we have paid for everything in advance...we would not have it any other way...

You even try to order me around as if I were your servant and obligated to do your work.

Yes...you are right...pretty effective don’t you agree?
Well, sorry, folks. This is a "govern yourselves" proposition. You have to decide what your political status is and assert it on the public record. You have to organize your local jural assembly among other Americans who choose the same birthright political status you choose. And then all the county jural assemblies need to restore their state of the Union.

Well you keep telling us that but when ever we ask for some good faith evidence of results we get your complaints we are taking advantage…

Not meaning to seem ungrateful…but to whose interest are you really serving?

Thank you for revealing how thick headed you can be…

There are no guys…

And what exactly would you expect from a dumb, old guy who is very close to the end…

That is how our lawful government is organized and that is how it has always been organized and until we restore it and THEN make other decisions to change it,
there is no other lawful option. We have to use the means of organization and the mechanisms that are legitimately ours to restore the lawful land jurisdiction government and THEN by Amendment or by adopting a new system by other lawful means, each state and the country as a whole gets to move forward.

But you see…all of that theory is rubbish…Make believe. You fail to recognize the power of the people…The American sovereigns…

We are not obligated to follow anything from the past. We are not obligated to anything we do not agree or give our consent…you keep attempting to convince people we are reporting to those in de facto who are all operating in fraud. And they are criminals as they impose on the free American Nations with no lawful authority. They committed acts of piracy for which they will be hanged at the appropriate time.

There's no way to just wave our hands and dance around in a circle shouting, "Fraud, Fraud! Fraud vitiates everything!" ---- and then ignore the fact that when you peel away the fraud there is still a standing government and there are still requirements to operate that government in good faith.

You really seem confused Judge Anna. You need to take
better care of yourself. Perhaps concentrate on consuming more liquids…get more rest…

Really…how ridiculous can one get…You stated…

“when you peel away the fraud there is still a standing government and there are still requirements to operate that government in good faith..”

When you peel away the fraud we are left with more fraud. They may be standing but it only appears that way. Fraud does vitiate all. And as for the power to enforce the fraud…well true enough…the force of a gun can be used to coerce and intimidate but we all know that is not lawful. So why would you even make such a ridiculous comment?

Right now, the main federal "service providers" of the delegated services are BOTH bankrupt, so guess what? To hold the constitutional system together and not have it utterly break down, we are operating under the non-delegated powers and have chosen new federal partners to do the work required.
Well listen Judge Anna, that's quite an interesting story.

"we are operating under the non-delegated powers and have chosen new federal partners to do the work required."

So who is this mysterious "we" and by what authority are they making claims to have acted on the part of the people? Especially acting with no delegated authority?

That's as legitimate as this standing government to which you refer, which is fraudulent, acting in fraud and actually treason.

Have I misstated the case?

BOTH the Territorial and the Municipal United States corporations are bankrupt. Read that over as many times as you like. And we, the Continental United States, that is, the American states and people, are their Paramount Security Interest Holders and Priority Creditors. This is a bankruptcy process that we are involved in whether we like it or not. So better get your head wrapped around that concept and deal with that, too.

You're making some pretty strong statements, Judge Anna…
Please provide the logic you use to state such an obligation on the part of the people, who never were a party to any of the agreements or even associated with the service corporations by giving their consent? Instead, as you clearly stated, we are strictly victims. Abused and defrauded… And there's that word again… Fraud.

Seems I've heard that fraud vitiates all… That would patently eliminate any possible obligation or responsibility of the actions of the fraudulent service companies who have been misrepresenting who and what they are and taking money under false pretenses, since they have never properly fulfill the obligations of the original contracts as specified by the enumerated powers.

Can you explain that more clearly Judge Anna?

Your own name and your earthly assets have been misidentified as "federal property" --- chattel backing the debts of the bankrupt parent corporations.

Well again Judge Anna, you contend that someone has committed us to something to which we never consented…

That could never happen legitimately, consequently all of these fake instruments and fake corporations with fake officers who are impersonating legitimate public servants… All misrepresenting who and what they are and acting in fraud are essentially impersonating legitimate public officers and committing fraud. And perhaps under certain circumstances treason.

What they are alleging against your name and estate
requires a rebuttal and legal action by you or someone representing you.

I alleged nothing! As a sovereign I state the facts as I know them and as I believe them to be. There is no requirement for a sovereign to submit to the processes of de facto. That's especially since de facto has no lawful existence in the first place. And any rules of criminal or civil procedure they may have invented and/or imposed upon the people without full disclosure and without their consent are null and void.

They have claimed that your political status is that of a United States Citizen (Territorial) or, otherwise, as a citizen of the United States (Municipal). That makes you liable to follow every whim of Congress and "donate" your labor and your assets to their corporation. It's all supposedly voluntary, too, a result of signatures you have put on paperwork and that your Mother put on paperwork "for" you. So far as the rest of the world has ever known, that's what you are---the equivalent of a Puerto Rican or someone born on Guam or in the District of Columbia to non-American parents.

And where shall I send the get well card?

You can't really be seriously suggesting that a fraudulent entity could make any legitimate claim to "own" another human being? It simply ain't so judge…
Whether you choose to believe it or not. And as a sovereign it is my right to make that declaration.

You had a home in one of the states and a birthright, but that was supposedly "declaimed" for you while you were still a baby in your cradle. If you want it back, you have to step forward and reclaim it by your own actions and decisions and if you want the lawful government you are owed by birthright, you have to rebuilt and restore and reclaim that, too.

You’re digging a bigger hole into which your credibility is rapidly sinking.

From where comes this fairytale your weaving?

Granted, the Pirates can claim and do anything. But that does not make their actions legitimate.

It is the responsibility and the obligation of the American sovereign to protect and defend their sovereignty as well as the sovereignty of their fellow Americans.

A man driven by criminal intent does not become a peace officer by strapping on a weapon, a badge and driving a police car. A peace officer becomes a peace officer when granted the delegated authority of the people. A peace officer, does not have the authority to shoot anyone without having been granted the instructions to do so. Any peace officer acting without proper instructions and authority of the people, is not a peace officer. He is a fraud. And there's that word again and of course fraud vitiates all now doesn't it?
Dear Judge, may I again extend my thanks to you for expressing your point of view and offering your wisdom. Your efforts to straighten out this old man are appreciated even though it seems like it has become a daunting task.

Warmest personal regards from a man who knows nothing.

WAKE UP!!! I keep shouting in your ear..... WAKE UP! DAYLIGHT IN THE SWAMPS!

it may be daylight in the swamp, but to which swamps are you referring?

On Tue, Aug 8, 2017 at 9:21 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
If fraud vitiates all...

Problem solved...

Everything you described was created in fraud.

It never happened.

The people must act with their lawful authority (Unanimous Declaration) to Install a legitimate government...one with the lawful delegated authority of the people.

The lawful government establishes what ever the American sovereigns desire...We do have guide lines and experience from which comes the opportunity to form a new government much easier than for our
founders.

The lawful government hires security forces to establish protective services supporting the rapid action of creating a national militia.

Anyone got a problem with that?

On Aug 8, 2017, at 8:47 AM, Anna von Reitz <avannavon@gmail.com> wrote:

The Chapter 7 bankruptcy of most of the world’s municipal governments and the Chapter 11 bankruptcy of most of the world’s territorial governments is a domino effect.

This primary funding source for the Territorial government services was provided by our ESTATES. When our ESTATES which were being held and operated by the Municipal United States were subsumed into its Chapter 7 bankruptcy, they stopped producing income for the Territorial government. That, then, threw the Territorial government into Chapter 11.
Now you can see and grasp the chain reaction nature of the situation:

UNITED STATES "owns" and operates JOHN MICHAEL DOE estate as a franchise, the profit realized from JOHN MICHAEL DOE funds the USA, Inc. So when the UNITED STATES goes into Chapter 7 liquidation, the funding for USA, Inc. stops, too.

The problem for good old John Michael Doe is that his estate should never have been mischaracterized as a franchise of the UNITED STATES in the first place, and he should not have his name or assets embroiled in a foreign bankruptcy.

So that's where you all are and that's what I and my Team are working to get you out of--- a foreign corporate bankruptcy that actually has nothing to do with you.

The rats are bucking the inevitable, but the rest of the world knows the Truth.

Now imagine that you don't know the value of anything
on Earth, because nobody knows what the real debt is, how much money has been printed, or what the results of a free market valuation of commodities would be?

That's what the GCR Committee has been wrestling with.

Commodity markets have been manipulated and rigged for so long that there is no common sense basis for the valuation of anything. You can't even estimate the value of a pork belly in an open market, because this whole system has been corrupt for over a hundred years--- but somehow, the GCR Committee is tasked with not only coming up with a total of supply of pork bellies, but a total of supply of printed pieces of paper needed to buy them, and then a current valuation complete with all the exchange rates.

Ever had the impulse to run screaming into the bushes, merely thinking about solving a problem?

That was my impulse when I first looked at that one.

Saner people than I threw up their hands, shook their heads, stared at me with the whites of their eyes.
showing, and looked helpless------ nonetheless, there is a GCR Committee and they have worked hard and faithfully for many months and have done their best. There is no doubt that there will be "adjustments" as actual market forces come into play and artificially low and high commodity prices fluctuate into a true value in the worldwide marketplace.

The same is true of money, because money is a commodity. Most people have never been taught to think of it this way, but it's time we all did so. Money is a commodity like beans or hammers or gasoline engines. It is sensitive to supply and demand. It is subject to quality considerations. It gets counterfeited like Gucci handbags.

When the revaluation kicks off you can bet your teeth and liver that some chaos will reign as the value of money and commercial paper gets readjusted along with everything else.

There will be upsets as the world markets for nearly everything sort themselves out. Take what you can spare and make sure you have some extra food, water, medications you need, toilet paper, coffee, etc. so that
you and your family are not caught off-guard waiting in long lines or otherwise getting hysterical simply because you don't have a small extra supply of things you need.

The worst should be over in a month or two at most, but it looks like it will be hitting soon, so take a little pre-caution now.

Finally, you have noticed that there are an awful lot of generals in Trump's Administration. There is a reason for that. The U.S. Army has been the de facto Territorial government since 1863. They have been responsible for safe-guarding our money and have been functioning under the Lieber Code ever since Lincoln.

Now that the Territorial government is in Chapter 11, the real brass has shown up at the White House to ride herd on things. Nothing to wonder about there, except---- how did you guys ever @$#$@$% so bad in the first place?

That remains a question that needs an answer.

Everyone--- sit tight and stay calm and have faith. There are a lot of good people worldwide and the truth
is the truth. The Land of Oz is fading away, but our own beloved homeland is coming into view. Just tap together the heels of your ruby slippers, close your eyes, and......

We are in need of funding to keep the law team going on all this. The "government" we are inheriting is broke and stumbling along under trusteeship and until things get sorted out and the funds we are owed are made available, we are on our own to make things work and bring forward the claims of the American states and people.

Please send what you can now, if you can. I don't expect anyone to give up funds that they actually need to buy and put aside food and other things as I suggested above, but if you have "extra" that you can invest in America's future, we need you to come forward. We cannot possibly do what we are doing without help.

I am still Chief Cook and Bottle Washer for this whole operation, so, my PayPal is the same as my email: avannavon@gmail.com. And as ever, I gladly accept checks and money orders and cash for the law team and
bank team and all the other projects we have going at: Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Post Office Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska 99652.

Thanks to all of you who have contributed in the past, we have made it to the Finish Line, but we still have a yard or two to go.